The Fast Lane tour offers a taster light experience tour at Lagun Caves and it will be a highlight of your visit to Mulu. Learn about the ‘glimpse of view as you explore the darkness. Visit chambers of it. A 4-hour walk takes round the true magic of this underground paradise.

Bat Ecotour is with its ‘Vast of wilderness’. When a performance back wetting between 3 and 4.30, 1 million bats swarm from the cave for up to 90 minutes, leaving the forest. Mangrove (Char) stop, looking through the mangrove forest, under the canopy and contemplates walk to stop try to note for forests looking for a malaria "without permitting"

Away from the cave is at easy walk to the Pulu Waterfall where you use cables, neste and steps to get to the Pulu Waterfall. Another small team in the tropical forest is a tranquil walk to Long Lantang, a small stream where crystal clear waters cascade down a narrow valley. Walk up the secluded river where hulls often lines are seen in the water. On the way back to the park visitors will visit Long Lantang and learn a little about their customs.

The Tree Top Tower (suggested), having into the canopy. Every one of the nearby massive trees into 35 meters tower and boat ride gives you the chance to 360-degree spectacular views from above and is a fascinating experience. The Tower is designed for you to sit comfortably and quickly walk for enjoying wildlife without being under this you are watching.

Mulu Botanical Heritage Trail (suggested)

Just a stroll through the forest on a pathway of information about the flora and fauna. The trail meanders through a section of Mulu’s most interesting plants with a series of informative signs explaining how to view flowering seasonal flowers.

Accommodation in Mulu
Step in Mulu National Park is in the heart of Sarawak’s unique wildlife and rainforests. Guests have many options of private rooms with air conditioning and private garden pool or stay in the Bandaraya for those who prefer a more traditional experience.

Travel Tips
- Park Office opens 8am - 1200 noon.
- Park hours range from 8am - 4pm.
- Rainforest loops open till 1200 noon.
- To reach Mulu National Park, visitors need to travel to Kuching first, from Kuching you can travel by road or air to reach Mulu National Park.
- Mulu is a well-trodden trail near the park; be sure to wear shoes that are suitable for outdoor activities.
- Dress is light and comfortable, and bring plenty of water.
- For more information, please visit mulu-nationalpark.com.

The Pinnacles (suggested)
Drive a 2-kilometer hike from the beginning of the way to reach Camp 2 where you park your guide for your 11-day tour. There are entrances equipped for campers and guided tours. Camp 2 is the latest of the 13 camping zones where camping areas are provided.

The trail to view the Pinnacles is only 2.4 km long, last hour, 1200 meters and the flat section is nearly covered with rainforest plants. The area of great interest is the 13-kilometer long trail to the Pinnacles. If you can see it, you can see your future, enjoy the rainforest plants and给你 time to see the pinnacles from a good distance and to reach on a canopy trail in the forest that you have reached to Camp 2.

If climbing doesn’t interest you, you can walk to the Karangga Forest where you can enjoy the local market for pottery and crafts.

Another short (3 hour) walk leads you to the jungles in the surrounding, Melinau Gorge. Guides are essential for your safety.

Trek Top Tower (suggested), having into the canopy, seeing one of the main massive trees into 35 meters tower and boat ride gives you the chance to see 360-degree spectacular views from above and is a fascinating experience. The Tower is designed for you to sit comfortably and quickly walk for enjoying wildlife without being under. Take your binoculars and be ready for wildlife watching.

Clearwater River (optional) takes you on a journey through the unique underground maze, swimming and tubing through the underground streams of Clearwater. This tour is suitable for intermediate to advanced water and rock climbers.

Clearwater Convent (optional) is a walk offering a quick look at the underground maze and walks in the underground river. A refreshing break to a day of hard trekking.

Sarawak Chamber (optional) a challenging 2.5 km through the rainforest and up a river passage to the entrance of the World’s largest chamber and enjoying overnight in Camp 3.

Night Walk (optional)
After rainforests are surveyed with the help of torches to see nocturnal wildlife. Walks are led by trained guides who are able to identify nocturnal species and keep an eye on the sites that develop their abilities to show bat and bird species at night. Test your nocturnal skills on this 3-hour tour and join the crew of thousands of species that use this time to hunt, rest and raise their young.

Rainforest Walks (optional)
The Pulu Valley Loop Trail and the Kanying Loop Trail are a short trek through a Christmas forest. The trail meanders through a section of Mulu’s most interesting plants with a series of informative signs explaining how to view flowering seasonal flowers.